
Introduction to 
SciTonic
SciTonic is a highly adaptive technical operator of agents, specializing in cutting-

in cutting-edge scientific research and innovative technological solutions. Our 

solutions. Our team is dedicated to pushing boundaries and revolutionizing the 

revolutionizing the industry.
by Team Tonic



Problem Statement

1 Complex Challenges
generalist agents have to respond to 

complex & diverse problems. Scitonic 

adapts to your technical requirements.

2 Technical Roadblocks
Scitonic saves you and your team a lot 

of time by taking over data processing 

tasks.

3 Market Demand
we're providing access to capabilities so far out of the reach of small and medium 

medium businesses. We're making sure our clients have the most powerful AI at their 

their disposal.



Solution and Value Proposition

1 Innovative Solutions
Develop groundbreaking solutions using advanced technology, ensuring we stay at 

we stay at the forefront of the industry.

2 Client-Centric Approach
Understand the unique needs of our clients and provide tailored services that add 

that add significant value to their operations.

3 Continuous Improvement
Constantly evolve and improve our offerings to meet the dynamic demands of the 

demands of the market, ensuring long-term success.



Market Opportunity
Industry Analysis

SMEs are demanding access 

access to the best 

technologies and represent 

represent a market 

opportunity of 25 billion a 

a year by 2025.

Strategic Alliances

Scitonic is allied with 

Clarifai, Microsoft and cloud 

hosting providers, to 

piggyback on their go-to-

market.

Niche Markets

Scitonic is so adaptable it 

it can respond to 

highschooler's querries, 

business operations 

automation and technical 

technical scientific 

reporting. 



Business Model and Revenue 
Streams

Diversified Revenue Channels
We're providing hosted and premium solutions through a variety of providers, 

providers, channels and medias.

Innovative Offerings
Scitonic is unique : lightweight, data-capable, and best-in-class resoning over 

over information.

Market Expansion
Scitonic is built to scale : we're designed to continue adding teams and agents to 

agents to respond to new market opporunities !



Meet the Team: 

Noor (Evaluator)
Bringing extensive experience and a critical 

critical eye to evaluate and enhance our 

our operational strategies.

Kashaf (Evaluator)
Providing valuable insights and evaluations 

evaluations to ensure high-quality and 

and optimized processes within the 

organization.

Vaishal (Developer)
Driving technological innovations and 

and implementing cutting-edge solutions 

solutions to meet evolving industry 

demands.

Joseph (CIO)
Steering the technology and information 

information initiatives, aligning with 

business objectives for sustainable growth.

growth.



Marketing and Sales Strategy

1 Targeted 
Outreach

We're pushing our 

innovations upstream 

and to the builder's 

community : use 

Scitonic as a library 

function in your app !

2 Digital 
Engagement

Scitonic is on social 

media and participates 

participates in its 

technical 

communities, reaching 

reaching its target 

audience.

3 Strategic 
Alliances

Scitonic participates in 

participates in 

alliances to get into 

classrooms, 

boardrooms and 

backoffices + analytics 

analytics departments 

departments at the 

enterprise level.



Financial Projections and Funding 
Requirements

150K
Financial 

Commitment
We're raising 150K for 5% of 

of Scitonic to give us the 

short runway we need to 

build our hosted solution and 

and reach profitability.

5%
Join Scitonic

Finance scitonic's growth by 

by joining us as an investment 

investment partner.

10 B
Rows scientific  Data

Scitonic is an accessible 

desktop application that can 

can access open scientific 

data of high quality.


